II. Mystery Shopping Concept And Process
Mystery shopping is conducted in almost every industry, ranging from quick-service and high-end restaurants, hotels and resorts, banks and financial service providers, apartments, convenience stores, chain and specialty retailers, home builders, self-storage facilities, healthcare organizations and grocery stores. Mystery shopping providers help businesses design, implement and evaluate mystery shopping programs, as well as coordinate the assignment of mystery shoppers to conduct shops.
III.
Objective Of Mystery Shopping:
1. Map Touch Points which generate "The Experience" 2. Attach values to Touch Points "Experience Score" 3. Weight these values by importance the customer places on a given part of the experience 4. Ultimately create benchmarks to develop long term KPI"s and monitor Applications for Mystery Shopping
Mystery shopping Companies hire trained professional as "Mystery Shop Auditors" , either personally or via electronic modes tries to tap the data on customer services and products. The information is recorded in two ways: 'quantitative', and 'qualitative'. The quantitative portion of the report is the numerical score allocated to each pre-defined criterion. This numerical score can then be used to rank the performance of a single location or service within a larger group, or track the performance of a location or locations over a period of time. The qualitative portion of the report is where the investigator writes, in his or her own words, details of the experience. This gives you a strong reference point for the numerical, quantitative score; and also describes a real, live situation to which employees can easily relate.
At the completion of a mystery shop, you receive a copy of each individual shop, and a statistical report customized to give you information in the precise format you require. Consumers have more choices and access to information than ever before, which means your company faces greater competition to garner the sale and to deepen brand loyalty. Thus is the evolution of the concept CIM get . Customer Intelligence is a new, emerging methodology for customer experience insight. Just like business intelligence systems summarize fiscal performance data, customer intelligence gives companies a single, financially accountable view of all their customer-related information. It is and when effectively implemented it is a rich source of insight into the behaviour and experience of a company's customer base. It is a process define as the customer panorama to gather , analyze information around it and generate as perception via experiencing it .
V. Measurement Tool Of CIM
Mystery shopping is a tool used for measuring and monitoring customer satisfaction, market research and as a customer experience management tool. Mystery shopping enables firms to audit their own performance in terms of customer service and other parameters In the dynamic disciplines of Customer Intelligence Management mystery shopping use various modes for services to render to tap the customer experience relating to distinct fields as: 
VI. Myster Shopper Instrument -Mystery Shop Auditors
A successful mystery shop program should include skilled design, easy administration, advanced technology, and importantly: first rated shoppers. Mystery Shopping concept revolve around its instrument i.e. its trained professionals also termed as mystery shopping auditors:
These Auditor minute observe every details of the shopping paradigm to get and insight of the experience generated .Thus companies train their professionals to become a competent -Shop Auditors. 
Key principles of Shop

VII. Training For Shop Auditors
These Instruments of Mystery shopping are trained on distinct parameter to be efficient enough to tap the customer intelligence. Training is associated with evaluation channel. Each channel is connected with each set of training. 3. Merchandising Requirement: merchandising is really about displaying a product, service or concept to its best advantage. It focuses on the physical evidence of the Product & service. Availability of the product stand first then comes the subsequent several components of it. A shop auditor should also need to be well versed with these components to identify the indifference among benchmarking and reality. Shop auditors are made familiar with the tool of visual merchandising, relating from : Availability, Display , ambience , décor, lightning, fragrance comfort zone ,signals and notes , display boards , announcement , employee attitude and behavior. Over all specification on:  Products clearly displayed and easy to find  Layout inspires browsing  A pleasant shopping experience 4. Customer need Assessment: Next integrate part of the Shop Auditors training is comprehended with the product training, relating to the vast knowledge about the product and the service of the brand. As today"s patrons are highly technology oriented and thus social media connect customer gather huge information about the product or the service before entering the shop premises .Thus it is a requirement for the shop auditor also to be well versed with the details and develop an understanding of a goods or service that might include having acquired information about its application, function, features, use and support requirements . Summing up to the components as  Level of product knowledge  Ability to find solutions that meet customer needs  Use of questioning and listening techniques
IX. Ethics In Mystery Shopping
Mystery shopping organizations advise that their research should only be used for employee incentive programs, and that punishment or firing is an inappropriate use of mystery-shopper data .Thu most importantly these shopper are also made aware about the guideline and norms about the ethical code of conduct of mystery shopping as the major guideline issued by the Trade Organization for Mystery Shopping Providers, MSPA has defined a Code of Professional Standards and Ethics Agreement for Mystery Shopping Providers and for Mystery Shoppers. Few guidelines as mentioned are;  Names of staff members or their identities through video, tape etc. may only be revealed if staff have been informed about this beforehand.  Not to go of any illegal activity in process of mystery shopping.  Clear Communication: not using any filthy statement and words.  Professionalism: perform all shops with honesty and integrity.  Secrecy of the data collected should be maintain and not to be used for putting blemish on the image of the brand.
X. Managerial Implication
Thus when we focus our needle to core of Mystery shopping we find today it has become a tool to Customer intelligence management. Our Intellectual customer can"t be bluffed around today and to match their competency or to be an stimulated customer, mystery shop auditor need to be professionally trained. As the mystery shopper's are the silent partner in the pursuit of truth. Thus their training, knowledge , intellect do count in attaining mystery shopping industry to its aim .
We would like to point out that mystery shopping should be used in an open and transparent way. A reason for this lies in the fact that the communication of the use of mystery shopping throughout the whole organization already gives a signal to pay more attention to the perception of real customers. In this context the success of a mystery shopping study is decisively dependent on the genuine involvement of the management.
With this need for more comprehensive information shoppers are called upon to focus on the training of their various attributes. They must have detailed and comprehensive information about the policies adopted by the service providers and products in order to communicate their competitive advantage. It is a well-known fact, that more and better information provided by shoppers can reduce the risk as well as help differentiate the customers need. The skills and competencies necessary can thereby be communicated and trained in special courses and workshops, but also through new media, computer software, intranet, or instructional videos.
